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Forest structure is the spatial arrangement of the various components of a forest ecosystem and it is
determined by attributes like tree species composition, tree age, tree spatial distribution and canopy
layering. Overstory tree species diversity is a key element in understanding functionality and resilience of
forest ecosystems (Seidl et al., 2014) and a basic element of forest structure (Staudhammer and LeMay,
2001). Recent studies have confirmed such interplay between forest structure, tree diversity and ecosystem
functioning (Tobner et al. 2016; Rollinson et al. 2020).
As forest management consists of complex anthropogenic disturbances, it should be a key factor in
explaining structure, diversity and functionality of forest ecosystems. Therefore, management forests in a
way that sustain both forest diversity and ecosystem functioning has become a major challenge in modern
forestry (Decocq et al. 2004), particularly because the increasing concern about the role of climate change
on tree responsiveness to environmental changes such as climate warning. For instance, growing evidences
suggested that drought is increasing causing pulses of tree mortality in forest ecosystems, with consequence
on tree diversity and ecosystem functioning (Senf et al., 2020). Therefore, evaluating the capability of forest
management to support tree adaptation to climatic change is a crucial issue.
The objective of the study is to assess whether forest management affects the tree responsiveness
to climate. Specifically, we used a functional approach to estimate how tree tolerance attributes like shade,
drought and waterlogging tolerance are affected by climate in differently managed forests. Some mixed
modelling approaches were also tested to evaluate the influence of different species and structural tree
attributes on climate response.
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